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"At Queerditch Marsh, however, a game had been created that would one day become the most
popular in the wizarding world."As every fan of the Harry Potter stories knows, the shelves of the
Hogwarts Library are home to all sorts of fascinating books. There are three in particular you
might have heard mentioned by certain Hogwarts students, and that you can add to your reading
list too, including Quidditch Through the Ages.Maybe you dream of catching the elusive Golden
Snitch to the sound of deafening cheers all around you, as a certain Harry Potter once did. Or
perhaps, like Hermione Granger, your thirst for knowledge is somehow just never quite satisfied.
Whether you're a seasoned fan or a complete newcomer to the sport, you'll be in good company
when you pick up this particular Hogwarts Library book.From its origins on Queerditch Marsh in
the eleventh century to the sophisticated sport played today, discover how 'Quidditch unites
witches and wizards from all walks of life, bringing us together to share moments of exhilaration,
triumph and (for those who support the Chudley Cannons) despair', according to Professor
Albus Dumbledore's foreword.Do you know why refereeing a Quidditch match was once a task
for only the bravest witches and wizards, or how to tell a Transylvanian Tackle from a
Woollongong Shimmy? In this enlightening and highly popular Hogwarts library book,
Kennilworthy Whisp reveals the daring highs and dangerous lows of the glorious game of
Quidditch.Fans of Quidditch Through the Ages are sure to enjoy the other Hogwarts Library
books: Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them and The Tales of Beedle the Bard.Comic
Relief, operating name Charity Projects, is a registered charity in the UK with charity nos.
326568 (England/Wales) and SC039730 (Scotland). Lumos Foundation is a registered charity in
the UK with no. 1112575 (England/Wales). 15% of the proceeds* received by Pottermore
Limited from this ebook will be made available to the charities for their work across the UK and
globally including helping children and young people have a better life. These proceeds will be
shared 20% for Comic Relief and 80% for Lumos Foundation.*Proceeds means the cash-price
or cash-equivalent price less sales taxes.

The writing of history and the telling of stories are in our time very different. But these stories
about the daily lives of Japanese American women in and out of the World War II internment
camps of the United States are history and her story. The women are gutsy or fragile-that is, like
any of us would be caught in exile while at home. The stories are beautifully written so we feel
them even more deeply -- Grace PaleyThese remarkable stories are written with the proportion
and craft of the masters-there are hints of Chekhov, Elizabeth Bowen, Katherine Mansfield, and
Grace Paley....Each of the fifteen short stories, written with the economy of haiku, is a treasure --
BooklistYou can imagine my delight to learn that a collection of her work is now finally seeing the
light of day. How good that feels. At least more people will be touched by the grace that flows



through Hisaye Yamamoto's pen. The world be a better place because of it -- Joy KogawaAbout
the AuthorHisaye Yamamoto received the 1986 American Book Award for Lifetime Achievement
from the Before Columbus Foundation. Seventeen Syllables received the 1988 Award for
Literature from the Association for Asian American Studies.
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Chapter OneThe Evolution of the Flying BroomstickNo spell yet devised enables wizards to fly
unaided in human form. Those few Animagi who transform into winged creatures may enjoy
flight, but they are a rarity. The witch or wizard who finds him- or herself transfigured into a bat
may take to the air, but, having a bat’s brain, they are sure to forget where they want to go the
moment they take flight. Levitation is commonplace, but our ancestors were not content with
hovering five feet from the ground. They wanted more. They wanted to fly like birds, but without
the inconvenience of growing feathers.We are so accustomed these days to the fact that every
wizarding household in Britain owns at least one flying broomstick that we rarely stop to ask
ourselves why. Why should the humble broom have become the one object legally allowed as a
means of wizarding transport? Why did we in the West not adopt the carpet so beloved of our
Eastern brethren? Why didn’t we choose to produce flying barrels, flying armchairs, flying
bathtubs – why brooms?Shrewd enough to see that their Muggle neighbours would seek to
exploit their powers if they knew their full extent, witches and wizards kept themselves to
themselves long before the International Statute of Wizarding Secrecy came into effect. If they
were to keep a means of flight in their houses, it would necessarily be something discreet,
something easy to hide. The broomstick was ideal for this purpose; it required no explanation, no
excuse if found by Muggles, it was easily portable and inexpensive. Nevertheless, the first
brooms bewitched for flying purposes had their drawbacks.Records show that witches and
wizards in Europe were using flying broomsticks as early as A.D. 962. A German illuminated
manuscript of this period shows three warlocks dismounting from their brooms with looks of
exquisite discomfort on their faces. Guthrie Lochrin, a Scottish wizard writing in 1107, spoke of
the “splinter-filled buttocks and bulging piles” he suffered after a short broom ride from Montrose
to Arbroath.A medieval broomstick on display in the Museum of Quidditch in London gives us an
insight into Lochrin’s discomfort (see Fig. A). A thick knotty handle of unvarnished ash, with
hazel twigs bound crudely to one end, it is neither comfortable nor aerodynamic. The charms
placed upon it are similarly basic: it will only move forwards at one speed; it will go up, down and
stop.As wizarding families in those days made their own brooms, there was enormous variation
in the speed, comfort, and handling of the transport available to them. By the twelfth century,
however, wizards had learned to barter services, so that a skilled maker of brooms could
exchange them for the potions his neighbour might make better than himself. Once broomsticks
became more comfortable, they were flown for pleasure rather than merely used as a means of
getting from point A to point B.Fig. A Pottermore is the digital heart ofJ.K. Rowling’s Wizarding
World…We are the home of worldwide digital publishing, entertainment and news for fans of J.K.
Rowling’s Wizarding World. Visit , where your own Sorting Ceremony, exclusive new writing by
J.K. Rowling and all the latest news and features from the Wizarding World awaits. Register with
Pottermore and join us in unlocking the power of imagination.All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by



any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without written
permission of the publisherThis digital edition first published by Pottermore Limited in 2016First
published in print in the U.S.A by Arthur A. Levine Books, an imprint of Scholastic Inc.Text ©
2001 by J.K. Rowling.Illustrations and hand lettering © 2001 by J.K. RowlingCover illustration by
Olly Moss © Pottermore LimitedHarry Potter characters, names and related indicia are
trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.J.K. ROWLING’S WIZARDING WORLD
TM J.K. Rowling and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. The moral right of the author has been
assertedComic Relief (UK) was set up in 1985 by a group of British comedians to raise funds for
projects promoting social justice and helping to tackle poverty. Monies from the worldwide sales
of this book will go to help children and young people in the UK and around the world, preparing
them to be ready for the future – to be safe, healthy, educated and empowered.Comic Relief
(UK) is a registered charity: 326568 (England/Wales); SC039730 (Scotland).Named after the
light-giving spell in the Harry Potter books, Lumos was set up by J.K. Rowling to end the use of
orphanages and institutions for vulnerable children around the world by 2050 and ensure all
future generations of children can be raised in loving families.Lumos is the operating name of
Lumos Foundation, a company limited by guarantee registered in England and Wales, number
5611912. Registered charity number 1112575.Chapter OneThe Evolution of the Flying
BroomstickNo spell yet devised enables wizards to fly unaided in human form. Those few
Animagi who transform into winged creatures may enjoy flight, but they are a rarity. The witch or
wizard who finds him- or herself transfigured into a bat may take to the air, but, having a bat’s
brain, they are sure to forget where they want to go the moment they take flight. Levitation is
commonplace, but our ancestors were not content with hovering five feet from the ground. They
wanted more. They wanted to fly like birds, but without the inconvenience of growing
feathers.We are so accustomed these days to the fact that every wizarding household in Britain
owns at least one flying broomstick that we rarely stop to ask ourselves why. Why should the
humble broom have become the one object legally allowed as a means of wizarding transport?
Why did we in the West not adopt the carpet so beloved of our Eastern brethren? Why didn’t we
choose to produce flying barrels, flying armchairs, flying bathtubs – why brooms?Shrewd
enough to see that their Muggle neighbours would seek to exploit their powers if they knew their
full extent, witches and wizards kept themselves to themselves long before the International
Statute of Wizarding Secrecy came into effect. If they were to keep a means of flight in their
houses, it would necessarily be something discreet, something easy to hide. The broomstick
was ideal for this purpose; it required no explanation, no excuse if found by Muggles, it was
easily portable and inexpensive. Nevertheless, the first brooms bewitched for flying purposes
had their drawbacks.Records show that witches and wizards in Europe were using flying
broomsticks as early as A.D. 962. A German illuminated manuscript of this period shows three
warlocks dismounting from their brooms with looks of exquisite discomfort on their faces. Guthrie
Lochrin, a Scottish wizard writing in 1107, spoke of the “splinter-filled buttocks and bulging piles”
he suffered after a short broom ride from Montrose to Arbroath.A medieval broomstick on



display in the Museum of Quidditch in London gives us an insight into Lochrin’s discomfort (see
Fig. A). A thick knotty handle of unvarnished ash, with hazel twigs bound crudely to one end, it is
neither comfortable nor aerodynamic. The charms placed upon it are similarly basic: it will only
move forwards at one speed; it will go up, down and stop.As wizarding families in those days
made their own brooms, there was enormous variation in the speed, comfort, and handling of
the transport available to them. By the twelfth century, however, wizards had learned to barter
services, so that a skilled maker of brooms could exchange them for the potions his neighbour
might make better than himself. Once broomsticks became more comfortable, they were flown
for pleasure rather than merely used as a means of getting from point A to point B.Fig. AChapter
OneThe Evolution of the Flying BroomstickNo spell yet devised enables wizards to fly unaided in
human form. Those few Animagi who transform into winged creatures may enjoy flight, but they
are a rarity. The witch or wizard who finds him- or herself transfigured into a bat may take to the
air, but, having a bat’s brain, they are sure to forget where they want to go the moment they take
flight. Levitation is commonplace, but our ancestors were not content with hovering five feet from
the ground. They wanted more. They wanted to fly like birds, but without the inconvenience of
growing feathers.We are so accustomed these days to the fact that every wizarding household
in Britain owns at least one flying broomstick that we rarely stop to ask ourselves why. Why
should the humble broom have become the one object legally allowed as a means of wizarding
transport? Why did we in the West not adopt the carpet so beloved of our Eastern brethren?
Why didn’t we choose to produce flying barrels, flying armchairs, flying bathtubs – why brooms?
Shrewd enough to see that their Muggle neighbours would seek to exploit their powers if they
knew their full extent, witches and wizards kept themselves to themselves long before the
International Statute of Wizarding Secrecy came into effect. If they were to keep a means of
flight in their houses, it would necessarily be something discreet, something easy to hide. The
broomstick was ideal for this purpose; it required no explanation, no excuse if found by Muggles,
it was easily portable and inexpensive. Nevertheless, the first brooms bewitched for flying
purposes had their drawbacks.Records show that witches and wizards in Europe were using
flying broomsticks as early as A.D. 962. A German illuminated manuscript of this period shows
three warlocks dismounting from their brooms with looks of exquisite discomfort on their faces.
Guthrie Lochrin, a Scottish wizard writing in 1107, spoke of the “splinter-filled buttocks and
bulging piles” he suffered after a short broom ride from Montrose to Arbroath.A medieval
broomstick on display in the Museum of Quidditch in London gives us an insight into Lochrin’s
discomfort (see Fig. A). A thick knotty handle of unvarnished ash, with hazel twigs bound crudely
to one end, it is neither comfortable nor aerodynamic. The charms placed upon it are similarly
basic: it will only move forwards at one speed; it will go up, down and stop.As wizarding families
in those days made their own brooms, there was enormous variation in the speed, comfort, and
handling of the transport available to them. By the twelfth century, however, wizards had learned
to barter services, so that a skilled maker of brooms could exchange them for the potions his
neighbour might make better than himself. Once broomsticks became more comfortable, they



were flown for pleasure rather than merely used as a means of getting from point A to point
B.Fig. A Pottermore is the digital heart ofJ.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World…We are the home of
worldwide digital publishing, entertainment and news for fans of J.K. Rowling’s Wizarding World.
Visit , where your own Sorting Ceremony, exclusive new writing by J.K. Rowling and all the latest
news and features from the Wizarding World awaits. Register with Pottermore and join us in
unlocking the power of imagination. Pottermore is the digital heart ofJ.K. Rowling’s Wizarding
World…We are the home of worldwide digital publishing, entertainment and news for fans of J.K.
Rowling’s Wizarding World. Visit , where your own Sorting Ceremony, exclusive new writing by
J.K. Rowling and all the latest news and features from the Wizarding World awaits. Register with
Pottermore and join us in unlocking the power of imagination.All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without written
permission of the publisherThis digital edition first published by Pottermore Limited in 2016First
published in print in the U.S.A by Arthur A. Levine Books, an imprint of Scholastic Inc.Text ©
2001 by J.K. Rowling.Illustrations and hand lettering © 2001 by J.K. RowlingCover illustration by
Olly Moss © Pottermore LimitedHarry Potter characters, names and related indicia are
trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.J.K. ROWLING’S WIZARDING WORLD
TM J.K. Rowling and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. The moral right of the author has been
assertedComic Relief (UK) was set up in 1985 by a group of British comedians to raise funds for
projects promoting social justice and helping to tackle poverty. Monies from the worldwide sales
of this book will go to help children and young people in the UK and around the world, preparing
them to be ready for the future – to be safe, healthy, educated and empowered.Comic Relief
(UK) is a registered charity: 326568 (England/Wales); SC039730 (Scotland).Named after the
light-giving spell in the Harry Potter books, Lumos was set up by J.K. Rowling to end the use of
orphanages and institutions for vulnerable children around the world by 2050 and ensure all
future generations of children can be raised in loving families.Lumos is the operating name of
Lumos Foundation, a company limited by guarantee registered in England and Wales, number
5611912. Registered charity number 1112575.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may
be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without written permission of the
publisherThis digital edition first published by Pottermore Limited in 2016First published in print
in the U.S.A by Arthur A. Levine Books, an imprint of Scholastic Inc.Text © 2001 by J.K.
Rowling.Illustrations and hand lettering © 2001 by J.K. RowlingCover illustration by Olly Moss ©
Pottermore LimitedHarry Potter characters, names and related indicia are trademarks of and ©
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.J.K. ROWLING’S WIZARDING WORLD TM J.K. Rowling and
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. The moral right of the author has been assertedComic Relief
(UK) was set up in 1985 by a group of British comedians to raise funds for projects promoting
social justice and helping to tackle poverty. Monies from the worldwide sales of this book will go
to help children and young people in the UK and around the world, preparing them to be ready



for the future – to be safe, healthy, educated and empowered.Comic Relief (UK) is a registered
charity: 326568 (England/Wales); SC039730 (Scotland).Named after the light-giving spell in the
Harry Potter books, Lumos was set up by J.K. Rowling to end the use of orphanages and
institutions for vulnerable children around the world by 2050 and ensure all future generations of
children can be raised in loving families.Lumos is the operating name of Lumos Foundation, a
company limited by guarantee registered in England and Wales, number 5611912. Registered
charity number 1112575.ISBN 978-1-78110-696-9
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Kathy, “Fun and easy read. It’s definitely a fun pastime to sink into a book that is normally kept as
a secret from us Muggles.”

Never Bird, “A Concise Read and Solid Library Addition. Potterfan and Proud Gryffindor/
Thunderbird here so I had to add this book to my library. Do you have to too? Will you be missing
out on crucial information if you're a first time reader of Harry Potter (Welcome!)? No; you get a
vivid enough picture of the game in the books to make it through just fine. It's just fun extra
content to enhance the experience. My tip would be check it out at the library and you'll get a feel
if you're the type of person who buys the book or pulls a Ron Weasley and spends that money
on dungbombs instead.Content: I like the history of the game; the reactionary newspaper
articles that come every time there is a major change in the rules always include a little funny line
about someone crying that the game isn't going to be the same again. You get the rules of the
game, descriptions of the brooms and other equipment, different plays, one paragraph
descriptions of the various teams and leagues. I always like a bit of backstory into the Wizarding
World, but the book is short enough not to be tedious. I'm sure that people who LARP Quidditch
will wear their texts out because you really do get solid Wiki description of how to play the
game.Edition: I got the 2001 edition pictured here. The 2001 Comic Relief editions of the
Hogwarts Library books have proved to be my favorite (along with Tales of Beedle and
especially with Fantastic Beasts because the commentary goes missing in the 2012 box set). I
know there is a 2012 edition of this book that is in the Hogwarts Library box set, but I've heard
(have not witnessed) that the content is relatively the same. I think the deal with the hardcover
2012 edition is the cover looks different, more like a textbook and uniform with the other books,
but I like my 2001 mismatched editions just fine.Happy Reading!”

Scott D. Schramm, “Quidditch history. I've been a fan of the Wizarding world for over 20 years. I
greatly enjoyed learning about the origins of Quidditch, the history of the sport, and the
dedication of it's fans.”

Dennis H., “I enjoyed it. It was not as interesting/thrilling as i initially thought but it was good info.
I learned a lot about quidditch, about the history of it and more about the history of the wizarding
world.”

Ferocious Reader, “Magical. "There can be no doubt that Quidditch has changed beyond all
recognition since Gertie Keddle first watched “those numbskulls” on Queerditch Marsh."A
delightful prance back into the world of magic. The nostalgia never ends.”

Holly Satterlund, “At the bottom of the short story ebook pile about the wizarding world. I loved
the other short story ebooks published by J.K. Rowling, but Quidditch Through the Ages



disappoints. It could be because it's supposed to be an actual book for wizards by 'Kennilworthy
Whisp,' but it dragged on and on about history, teams, plays, etc. etc. I thought, "Okay, you can
stop making stuff up now." I would recommend the others over this book: 'Short Stories from
Hogwarts of Power, Politics and Pesky Poltergeists,' 'Hogwarts: An Incomplete and Unreliable
Guide,' and 'Short Stories from Hogwarts of Heroism, Hardship and Dangerous Hobbies.' They
contain much more interesting backstories to the Harry Potter series and I find the etymology
behind the words, spells and names very interesting.”

HELEN VECCHIO, “Ginny Weasley is a great sport's announcer.. I love audio books. I love
Harry Potter. I read the original shorter version. The 2014 game addition is a real treat and the
narration was wonderful.  Don't you just love to hate Rita Skeeter?”

Zoe, “Interesting... I found this book to be far better than "fantastic beasts and where to find
them" as it goes in to more depth with the history, which could be seen as very convincing. The
book starts off by going into explaining the humble beginnings of the game in a wizard's family
garden. The book continues on to the more primitive, earlier version of the game, the rules and
the controversies, the historic games, the advances in broomsticks - how it was popular to make
your own in the early stages of the games before witches and wizards eventually decided to buy
them made from companies. It also talks about the balls used in the game and what they were
once originally made of and what the Golden Snitch was based on. It finishes by explaining how
the game is played today.Throughout there are mentions of prominent Teams and Players
throughout the world and how it spread throughout. A whole chapter being dedicated to the
Quidditch teams of The UK and Ireland.I love how Rowling does a great job making this world
believable that it's actually real. I think all Harry Potter fans should at least read this once.”

Paul Dean, “Excellent further reading for the Harry Potter fans out there!. Excellent book from JK
Rowling adding another sprinkle of magic to the Harry Potter universe. If you're a fan and you've
read everything else HP related then I'd recommend investing in a copy of Quidditch Through
the Ages as referenced in the books themselves!”

Phil H, “Quiddich. This booklet was delivered promptly and was an original copy; it was slightly
scruffy in consequence. The book itself is an amusing spoof of the history and rules of the game
of Quiddich, ghost-written for the Comic Relief charity by the Author of the well-known Harry
Potter series. As well as being fascinating for 13-year-olds, it would appear to have provided the
foundation of the Quiddich games regularly played between various university teams (including
Oxford).”

lin, “Books are great. Got this book and another for my 9 year old nephew. He loves them! He's
already read the Harry Potter books and is thrilled with these.”



The book by Toni Morrison has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3,739 people have provided feedback.
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